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FootFull
System

Point Of Sale

The FootFull Box (patent applied for**), 

which contains a mask in its flat package 

configuraon, has a seal, a bar code, a unique 

QR code, usage instrucons and other 

informaon.

*https://tinyurl.com/fuptu 

** PAN  29/7/20 2011792.5

Sterilisaon

The Harvard Medical school have extensively 

studied microwave based sterilisaon. See* 

by Kirby et al, which describes a successful 

microwave oven based sterilisaon method. It 

can be carried out up to 20 mes without 

impeding the performance of the mask.

The FootFull Box in its unfolded configuraon 

contains the water at a desired level and 

supports the mask in precisely the correct 

posion for it to be sterilised.

FootFull
System

The System

Transport

The FootFull Box can be used to safely 

transport the mask, which may be 

contaminated.  It is made from plasc 

and card laminaon like drinks cartons.

Post Sterilisaon

The FootFull Box has a facility to record the number of 

sterilisaons.  It can be used to safely transport the mask, 

prior to use.  The unique QR code can be used to facilitate 

a deposit based return scheme where the returned masks 

and boxes can be 100% recycled.

Introducon

With the FootFull system, the Clubs provide 

individually FFP2 masks, probably as part of 

the ticketing process, in a FootFull box 

which can be used to sterilise the masks. 

The Club branded mask ensures the 

everyone is wearing proper protective 

masks. The box has other necessary 

informaon, like fing instrucons.

The objective of the FootFull concept is enable football to quickly return to full spectator capacity.  The idea is 

that this will be done by ensuring high quality FFP2 masks, typically used by medics, are worn by every spectator.  

In the past shortages were a concern, also cost (£2.50 each for single use), quality and environmental impact 

were potential issues.  Now there is no shortage and the FootFull system addresses all the other questions.

Clearly any such system would need agreement with DCMS and the FA would have to establish its own heavy 

duty technical, scientific and economic task force to make the case.  There would need to be trials but FootFull 

offers an innovative alternative to the unworkable and unimaginative social distancing policy.  Incidentally 

FootFull would inspire the welcome return of the traditional football rattle because you can’t shout in a mask. 


